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However,   there  was   a   second   profile   of   students  who  were   actually   following   their   thesis 
program in another university in the framework of a mobility program. In this case, the role of 
the   professor   promoting   the   blog  was   secondary   as   their  main   advisor  was   in   the   hosting 
university.  Mobility   students   also  became  blog  writers  but   the  propose   is  not   so  much   the 
research   guidance   but   a   monthly   report   on   their   progresses   and   work.   Thanks   to   this 
communication channel, the activity of a student in a remote university can be tracked to certify 
the quality of their work once the student presents is back to the university of origin.
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find a good title   is   to  remember what  keywords had been used during previous web 
search by the student to find the sources used while writing the text.
● Style   : Plain language is recommended to make the blog accessible to a broad audience, 







to   use   an   external   text   editor   that   would   introduce   formatting   styles,   such   as   the 
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technical   terms,   a  basic  definition  of   their  meaning.   If   the  nature  of   the  post   is   the 
definition of a basic concept and this cannot be found in any external website, students 
are   encouraged   to  generate   it   in   an   external  knowledge   repository.   In   the  presented 
experience, most authors have previously written articles on the Wikipedia as part of their 
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by   the   scientific   community.  The   introduction  of   these   tags,  often   suggested  by   the 
advisor,   familiarize   the  student  with   the  vocabulary   they   find  when  reading   research 
papers   and   that   in  many   cases   is   novel   to   them.   Indexing  by  keywords   allows,   for 
example, providing the student with the blog posts they must read during the enrollment 
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This  subsection  describes  a  sequence of  steps  synchronized   to   the  development  of  a   typical 
thesis.











author.   This   process   is   conducted   through   an   online   forum  where   all   authors   are 
subscribed. By doing so, the rest of the authors become aware that a new text has been 
published and reviewed. Sharing the professor's feedback among all students can help the 




technical   text  written   from   the   student's   point   of   view  of   the  work   is   an   excellent 
opportunity   to   detect   errors,   unclear   issues   or   new   approaches.   The   advisor   should 
address   all   these   aspects,   by   correcting   students   mistakes,   posing   questions   or 
commenting   the   new   ideas.  On   the   other   hand,   the  format  review   is   addressed   at
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the   interest   and   motivation   of   the   thesis,   clearly   specifying   what   is   the   expected 
contribution of the final work. This introductory post will ensure that both parts, student 





the  student  with  a  collection  of   selected  papers   that  provide  a   starting  point   for   the 
research. These papers are read by the student to be later commented with the professor. 
The   blog   offers   an   opportunity   to   complement   this   discussion  with   a   short  written 
summary of the paper, an exercise that motivates the comprehension of the related work. 










post   could  be   sent   to   the  paper's   author   for   review.  This  promotion  could  arise   the 
awareness o the thesis among the scientific community and motivate the collaboration 
with external partners.
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proposed   solution.   If   they   are   relevant   enough,   new   blog   posts   can   be   generated 
explaining the reasons of the changes and how they affect the thesis development. 
4. Development   (Figure  2b):  Together  with   the   state  of   the   art   articles,   the  blog  posts 









were selected  and how  they were applied.  By doing so,  a   reader  with  the  necessary 
resources should be able to repeat the steps followed by the student. The aim of these 
posts are to help readers with a similar problem to solve them with a faster learning curve 
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It   is   advisable   to   publish   some   evidence   that   the   problem  was   solved,   such   as   a 
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results  and  include  the student's   thoughts  and conclusions  about   the work.  The goals 




phase.   The   analysis   of   these   data   should   provide   the   grounds   for   the   student's 
conclusions, which should highlight the main contribution of his/work to the state of the 
art.





For   the   student,   this   last   contribution   can   be   personally   relevant   as   it   implies   the 
achievement of an important milestone in the life of most graduates. The student must be 
encouraged   to   share   his   opinion   on   the   thesis   development,   reviewing   if   it   was   a 
rewarding experience or, on the contrary, it will remain in his/her memory as a negative 





valuable   source   of   information   to   improve   the   teaching   quality   as   it   improves   the 
comprehension of students expectations as well as professors strengths and weakness. If 
possible, this last post should also be personally discussed, in this case, by switching the 
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Profile Authors Articles Average
Students in university 10 80 8
Students in industry 5 50 5
Students in mobility program 4 25 6.25
Professors 1 21 21
Total 20 176 8.4
Table 1: Number of authors and published articles
The publication of the texts on a web site provides the chance to use powerful statistical tools 









this  paper,  which  have  helped   into  an  easier  management  of   the  publication  and  increasing 
quality  of   the  posts.  Secondly,   the   team of   students  has  also   significantly   increased  due   to 
1 http://www.google.com/analytics
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site,  minim values  correspond to weekends and holidays,  when the global  web consumption 
usually decreases. Higher values normally correspond to the publication of new posts. 
Figure 4: Usage statistics
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“iphone”,   “web   services”,   “video   streaming”   or   “twitter”.   The   last   entry   in   the   top   ten 
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English.  In the case of all  students that have participated in the experience,  English is not a 
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suggestions  have  been  given   for  every  stage  of  a   typical   thesis   in  order   to   synchronize   the 
authors contribution to the blog with the development of the thesis. Web statistics have shown 
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benefits  of   the  methodology should be  regularly  pointed  out,  by  referring   to  previous  posts 
during discussions and by presenting the blog posts as drafts for the final thesis document.





In   terms   of   future  work,  my   opinion   is   that   a   similar   scheme   could   be   replicated   in   any 
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